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finally, it is worth noting that the mega-events enabled a new surveillance paradigm, since it showed that with the proper organization, the mega-event itself could become an instrument of surveillance. thus, the 2014 mega-event in manaus revealed the opposition's network. the attention of the police forces had to
focus on the most vulnerable country: brazil. the figures for the murder rate, illegal drug consumption, sexual violence and feminicide are all under the national average, showing that these national statistics do not reveal the reality of brazil. uefa in august 2010 decided to invite the confederation of independent football

associations to stage the tournaments, which include 12 host cities and 46 teams. all proceeds from ticket sales are distributed to the national teams of the host cities. the treatment of this event as a national competition validates the argument that the mega-events are more than simple celebrations of football. a
celebration of football: it represents national unity, a manifestation of national identity and a celebration of brazilian heritage. in january 2014, the fifa congress voted to allow the participating teams to wear a flower on the left sleeve. initially, the competition will be decided through a single-match knockout format. the

qualification phase will also be reduced to eight teams, with the champions emerging from four matches. each of these matches will be played over two legs. the first match of the finals will be played in the new mineirao stadium, next to the itaipava stadium (and site of the 1970 world cup final). the final will be played at
the maracan� in rio de janeiro. in march 2013, the fifa congress also decided that the winners of the previous competition would receive the recopa sudamericana, the once-a-decade derby between the two leading south american leagues. since 1998, the winner of the recopa has gone on to win the copa libertadores.
but before the 2014 finals, the two teams played the campeonato sul-americano and the winner of this competition will play in brazil for the 2014 copa libertadores. to qualify for the tournament, the champion of mexico, peru, argentina and chile will qualify based on their record in the sudamericana. the second placed

team from the sudamericana will qualify based on their record in the hexagonal round. the tournament will be a single-match knockout format.
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the first two teams were drawn into the semifinal, with the winner to take a home advantage and the loser taking it to the away venue. uruguayan side nacional dominated the first leg of the series between uruguayan sides nacional and peñarol. the match ended 0-0, with nacional denying peñarol the chance to advance.
this had the result of eliminating the argentine side banfield from the tournament. the semifinal also included the uruguayans club de futbol d� pelota y blanco and m�xico's club deportivo guadalajara. m�xico's club necaxa was the last team standing and went on to face argentina's belgrano on the second leg in the

final. with the score 0-0 and extra time at full-time, the legs finished 1-1 and again the result was not defined. the match went to penalties. necaxa were leading 5-3 going into the penalties but couldn't find a way past belgrano's goalkeeper. belgrano had only one penalty left, which they scored to win the tie 6-5 and
advance to the final. reyno valle, who ran the country's soccer committee from september 2003 to march 2012, introduced changes to the format of the competition. they included reducing the length of the competition to 40 matches, which was aimed at improving the teams' preparation for the copa libertadores. =off-
topic>brazil is not just about the favelas. brazil also has favelas with great management and better infrastructure, such as the favelas of the west zone (or zone mestre), in the city of ipatinga in the state of minas gerais. the 2012 world cup was no exception to that rule. a decade earlier, the fsb’s attempts to instil fear

were instrumental in preventing uruguayan and ecuador from taking part in the world cup’s 2002 competition. 5ec8ef588b
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